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The Civic Development Institute (CDI) is implementing the monitoring of online media within the
framework of the project entitled “Study of the Media Coverage of the 2016 Parliamentary Elections”
funded by the European Union (EU) and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The
monitoring is carried out from 20 May to 19 December, 2016 and covers 17 online publications:
allnews.ge, ambebi.ge, droni.ge, etanews.ge, info9.ge, interpessnews.ge, marshalpress.ge, netgazeti.ge,
newposts.ge, news.ge, palitratv.ge, pirveli.com.ge, presa.ge, reportiori.ge, tabula.ge, civil.ge, dfwatch.net.
This report presents the results of media monitoring from 11 July through 30 August 2016.
The monitoring has revealed the following key findings:



The online media most actively covered activities of the two political parties, the “United National
Movement” and the “Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia”;



Out of the 17 web sites selected for monitoring, the negative tone was prevalent in 6 in
connection with the “United National Movement”. Two websites had a prevalently negative
attitude towards the ruling political group;



Positive tone indicators towards the ruling political group were prevalent on 6 websites. One
website revealed high indicators of positive tone in connection with the “United National
Movement”;



Only three websites under monitoring displayed equally positive or negative attitudes towards
any political group;



The online media reveals the lack of critical thinking. In-depth analyses of issues are not common.
In most of the cases the websites cover only declarations of political actors and activities of
different state agencies;



On 29 August 2016, four online publications copy-pasted the information posted on the website
of the Ministry of Defense of Georgia highlighting the visit of the Minister of Defense in
Afghanistan. None of the websites indicated that this article was not the original one.



Insufficient separation of editorial content from ones prepared under contractual agreement stays
the biggest challenge for the online media.



Majority of the websites have more or less adhered to journalistic standards and ethical norms.
We practically did not encounter offensive or discriminatory language of Journalists.

allnews.ge
In comparison with the first period of monitoring criticism of the party the United National
Movement grew. Albeit it must be noted that we came across criticism mostly in the declarations of
the respondents and not the journalists’ texts. The cases of flagrant violation of journalistic
standards and ethical norms were not revealed on allnews.ge.
Activities of the government (31%), the local self governments (15%), the parties Georgian Dream –
Democratic Georgia (9%) and the National United movement (8%) were most extensively covered during
the period of monitoring. The highest percentage of indices of negative tone were detected while
covering the “United National Movement” (55%). Comparatively higher indices of positive tone were
earned by the prime minister (32%), the Republican Party (18%) and the government (12%).
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude, that allnews.ge abides by the journalistic standards. As a
result of the quantitative analysis a negative attitude towards the United National Movement is noticeable.

ambebi.ge
ambebi.ge no longer revealed either positive or negative attitude towards any political subjects
during the given period of monitoring. The cases of grave violations of journalistic standards and
ethical norms have not been disclosed on ambebi.ge.
Ambebi.ge covered the government (24%), the Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (14%) and the
United National Movement (13%) most actively. The highest percent of index of negative tone was
divulged during the coverage of the local self-governments (41). Almost the parity of indices of negative
tone was revealed while covering the parties the United National Movement (27%) and the Georgian
Dream – Democratic Georgia (26%). The high percentage of indices f positive tone went to the prime
minister (24%) and the government (23%).
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that in comparison with the first period of the monitoring
ambebi.ge reveals neither specially positive nor negative attitudes towards any subject. During the given

period of the monitoring we did not come across any cases of violations of journalistic standards on
ambebi.ge

civil.ge
civil.ge showed neither positive nor negative attitude toward any political party. Journalistic
standards and ethical norms are upheld to high standards on it. Civil.ge is distinguished for its indepth coverage of issues and versatility of sources in its articles.
Civil.ge most intensively covered Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (19%), prime minister (13%), the
government (13%), the president (12%) and the United National Movement (11%). Neutral tone indices
prevail during the coverage of all the subjects. We could not detect especially high percentage of positive
or negative tone indices while reviewing the results of coverage of the subjects.
As a result of monitoring we can conclude that civil.ge covers the processes underway in the country
objectively and impartially. The website upholds journalistic standards and ethical norms.

Dfwatch.net
In comparison with the first period of monitoring criticism of the United National Movement
decreased on dfwatch.net and the website does not show either positive or negative attitude
towards any political party. Journalistic standards or ethical norms are protected on the site.
During the given period of monitoring dfwatch.net most actively covered the government (18%) and the
prime minister (13%). Out of political parties the United National Movement (9%), Georgian DreamDemocratic Georgia (8%) and the Republican Party were covered most actively. High percentage of
negative tone indices was detected while covering local self-governments (40%), and the party Centrists
(26%). We could not find especially high percentage of positive tone indices while reviewing the results of
coverage of all the subjects.
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that dfwatch.ge objectively and impartially covers
processes underway in the country. Journalistic standards and ethical norms are adhered to on
dfwatch.ge

droni.ge
During the given period of monitoring droni.ge prevailed in positive tone indices while covering
the ex-president Mikheil Saakashvili and the United National Movement party. It must be noted
that droni.ge covers political issues less frequently.
droni.ge covered most intensively the activities of the United National Movement (24%), the Adjara
government (13%), the Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (11%) and the prime minister (10%). High
percentage of positive tone indices went to the ex-president Mikheil Saakashvili (66%), the United
National Movement party (37%), prime minister (35%) and the Adjara government (23%) Extremely high
percent of positive indicator was not earned by any subject during the monitoring.
During the period of monitoring we came across an article prepared in the framework of commercial
agreement, which did not emphasize that it did not represent an editorial. The article started with the

letter “r” and ended with the letter “R”. It is preferable that the site write the full word “Reklama”
(advertisement) as only the letter “R” may not suffice as a clear explanation for the reader.
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude, that droni.ge manifests predominantly positive tone
indices while covering the parliamentary opposition and the ex-president Mikheil Saakashvili. Albeit it
must be mentioned that the site covers political issues less actively.

etanews.ge
In comparison with the first period of the monitoring etanews.ge manifests more clearly a negative
attitude towards the United National Movement party and the ex-president, Mikheil Saakashvili on
the one hand and a positive attitude towards the government team on the other. Certain articles
adhere to journalistic norms on the etanews.ge although during the period of monitoring we came
upon a number of articles, which contained the signs of plagiarism.
Activities of the government (30%) local self-governments (25%) and the party “Georgian Dream –
Deocratic Georgia (16%) were covered most actively. It is noteworthy that the percentage indicators of
positive tone prevailed while covering the mentioned subjects. Mikheil Saakashvili (58 %) and the United
National Movement (49%) received high indices of negative tone .
During the given period of the monitoring we came upon a number of articles on etanews.ge which
triggered a suspicion to be plagiarism. E.g. on 27th of July interpressnews.ge and etanews.ge
simultaneously carried identical articles concerning finishing the sidewalk works. Interpress.ge pointed
out that it was prepared in the framework of commercial agreement while the article on etanews.ge did
not indicate this. On 29th August six sites selected for the monitoring published an article about the visit of
the minister of defense in Afghanistan. Four out of the mentioned six websites took this information from
the website of MoD practically unaltered, whereas interpressnews.ge and etanews.ge incorporated into it
minor changes. It must be mentioned that the articles of these two sites are absolutely identical including
the titles. Neither of these sites pointed out whether the mentioned article was prepared by the editorial
staff or taken from other source.

As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that etanews.ge shows positive attitude to the ruling team
and a negative one toward the United National Movement and ex-president, Mikheil Saakashvili. We run
across the articles on the website which bear the traits of plagiarism.

info9.ge
During the given period of monitoring info.ge again showed a positive attitude towards the ruling
team and a negative one to the United National Movement and ex-president, Mikheil Saakashvili.
Info.ge is one of the four websites, which during the period of monitoring copy-pasted the material
posted on the website of the Ministry of Defense of Georgia concerning the visit of Georgian
minister of defense to Afghanistan. It is noteworthy that none of the four websites pointed out that
the material was obtained from the Ministry website.
Activities of the government (36%), Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (17%), local self governments
(10%) and the prime minister (9%) were most actively covered on info9.ge. while covering the four
mentioned subjects the percentage of indices of positive tone predominated. High indices of negative
tone were detected while covering former president, Mikheil Saakashvili (58%) and the United National
Movement (55%).
On 29th August info9.ge published an article concerning the visit of Georgian minister of defense to
Afghanistan which is identical to the material posted on the website of the Ministry. Info9.ge did not point
out where the material was gotten from.
It is noteworthy that info9.ge is one of the five pages selected for monitoring which copy-pasted the
material posted on the website of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia concerning donation of blood
by the employees of law enforcement bodies on 5th June of 2016. The website did not point to the fact
that the mentioned article had not been prepared by the editorial staff of info9.ge
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that info9.ge shows a positive attitude towards the ruling
team and a negative one to the parliamentary opposition. In certain cases it is not clearly demarcated
whether the editorial material is prepared in the framework of a commercial agreement or based on the
material provided by different state agencies.

Interpressnews.ge
During the period of monitoring Interpressnews.ge showed neither positive nor negative attitude
towards any political party. The website keeps with the journalistic standards and ethical norms.
Interpressnews.ge clearly demarcates the material prepared from the articles in the framework of
commercial agreements, although the mentioned articles carry the explanation in Latin symbols
which may not eb easily understandable to each and every reader.
Activities of the government (27%), Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (18), local self-governments
(10%) and the United National Movement (8%) were most actively covered on the interpressnews.ge.
High indicators of negative tone were revealed while covering the parties the “Centrists”(46%), the United
National Movement (30%), State for the People (28%) and Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (20%).
High percentage of indices of negative tone did went to the former prime minister Bidzina Ivanishvili
(59%) and ex-president of Georgia Mikheil Saakashvili (46%). High percentage of indices of positive tone
were revealed while covering the Adjara government (37%) and local self-governments (35%).
Unlike a number of websites selected for the monitoring interpressnews.ge points out the articles
prepared in the framework of commercial agreements. Though it must be noted that the mentioned
explanation is not easily understandable for every reader, as the notes are provided in Latin symbols (the
symbol NS is explained as “News from Subscriber” (in English). It would be preferable if the website used
such notes for the articles which are easily understandable for the reader.
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that interpressnews.ge impartially covers political
processes underway in the country. The website adheres to journalistic standards and ethical norms.

marshalpress.ge
During the given period of monitoring marshalpress.ge clearly manifested positive attitude to the
ruling team and former prime minister, Bidzina Ivanishvili on the one hand and an utterly negative
attitude toward the United National Movement and ex-president, Mikheil Saakashvili. Negative
tone indices prevailed while covering the party State for People and the Georgian president. We
come across the cases of grave violations of journalistic standards and ethical norms on the
website.
The activities of the government (22%), the party Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (19%) the prime
minister (16%) and the United National Movement (11%) were most actively covered on marshalpress.ge.
Extremely high percentage of index of negative tone was shown while covering the ex-president Mikheil
Saakashvili (88%) and the United National Movement (82%). High indices of positive tone went to the
parties: State for People (55%) and the Republican Party (24%). High percentage of indices of positive
tone was earned by the former prime minister Bidzina Ivanishvili (72%), local self-governments (38%) the
government (37%)and the prime minster (35%).
Marshalpress.ge often carried the cases of ungrounded discussions and insulting terminology. The
mentioned violations were most common while covering the parliamentary opposition, ex-president
Mikheil Saakashvili, Paata Burchuladze and the president (E.g. “Margvelashvili does not Intend to Hold a
Referendum – the President does not Give a Heck about People’s Opinion”, 9th August; “Expensive Jeeps
Bought t out of Iavnana’s Fund and Lost 5 Million”, 25th July).
As a result of monitoring we can conclude that marshalpress.ge clearly shows a positive attitude to the
ruling team and an utterly negative attitude toward the parliamentary opposition, Paata Burchuladze and
Georgian president. Flagrant violations of journalistic standards and ethical norms are frequent on the
website.

Netgazeti.ge
During the given period of monitoring netgazeti.ge did not reveal positive or negative attitude
towards any political party. Criticism of the United National Movement predominate on the
website, though it must be mentioned that criticism predominate in the respondents’ declarations
and the journalists texts. The site upheld journalistic standards and ethical norms. It is noteworthy,
that netgazeti.ge clearly demarcates editorial material from the articles prepared in the framework
of commercial agreements. Netgazeti.ge is distinguished by its in-depth analysis and versatility of
information sources in separate articles.
Netgazeti.ge covered the activities of the government (20%), the parties Georgian Dream – Democratic
Georgia (15%), the republican Party (10%) and the National United Movement ((9%) most actively. High
percentage of negative tone indices went to the parties the Centrists (31%) and the United National
Movement (20%). Especially high indices of either positive or negative tone were not revealed during
coverage of other subjects.
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that netgazeti.ge impartially covers political processes
underway in the country. The website upholds high journalistic standards and ethical norms.

newposts.ge
During the given period of monitoring newposts.ge prevailed in the positive tone indices while
covering the ruling team. Newposts.ge is one of the four websites which in the given period of
monitoring published the information posted on the MoD website concerning the visit of the
minister of defense to Afganistan, practically unaltered. It is notable that none of the websites had
pointed out that the material was gotten from the MoD website.
Newspost.ge covered the government’s activity (26%) most actively. The United National Movement
(14%), Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (7%) and Free Democrats (4%) were the mostly covered
political parties. High percentage of positive tone indices was earned by the party Georgian Dream –
Democratic Georgia (36%), the local self governments (26%), the party Free Democrats (25%), the prime
minister (25%) and the government (20%). Considerably high index of negative tone was revealed while
covering the United National Movement (18%).
During the given period of monitoring ran a number of articles, in which, based on the doubtful
information sources the journalists opined about the probable candidatures to be put forward for
different state positions (E.g. Kakhishvili or Sesiashvili – who will replace khidasheli?” 20th July).
Newposts.ge published an article about the visit of the minister of defense to Afganistan, the text of
which is identical to the text posted on the MoD website. Newposts.ge did not point out where it got this
material from.
Thanks to the monitoring we can conclude that newposts.ge prevails in positive tone indices while
covering the ruling team. In certain cases it is not clearly demarcated whether the material is prepared in
the framework of commercial agreement or provided by different state agencies.

News.ge
news.ge had neither positive nor negative attitude to any political party during the period of
monitoring. The violations of journalistic standards or ethical norms were not found on the site.
The activities of the government (22%), prime minister (13%), Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia
(13%), the United National movement ((11%) and president (7%) were covered most actively. High index
of positive tone was revealed while covering the prime minister (40%). High index of negative tone went
to the local self-governments (40%) Rather high indices of negative tone were “earned” by the former
prime minister, Bidzina Ivanishvili (69%) and ex-president Mikheil Saakashvili (56%) during the coverage.
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that news.ge impartially covers the political processes
underway in the country. Journalistic standards and ethical norms are held up on the website.

palitratv.ge

Unlike the first period of monitoring the criticism of the United National Movement decreased on
palitra.ge and neither positive nor negative attitude toward some political party is no longer
noticeable on the website. The facts of violations of journalistic standards and ethical norms were
not revealed on palitra.ge.
The government (26%), the parties Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (15%), the United National
Movement (9%), local self-governments (8%) were most extensively covered during the period of
monitoring. Especially high indices of either positive or negative tone were not revealed during the
coverage of any subject of monitoring.
palitratv.ge posted special political programs prepared by the site as well as clips from other programs
during the period of monitoring. Balance was preserved in the mentioned programs and clips during
selection of respondents and the lengthy footage and speeches of the ruling party representatives as well
as representatives from both parliamentary and non-parliamentary opposition were found.
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that palitratv.ge impartially covers the political processes
underway. The website is true to journalistic standards and ethical norms.

Pirveli.com.ge
Positive attitude toward the ruling party and former prime minister, Bidzina Ivanishvili and a
negative one toward the United National Movement and ex-president Mikheil Saakashvili was
noticeable on pirveli.com.ge during the given period of monitoring. pirveli.com.ge is one of the
four sites which during the monitoring concerning the visit of the minister of MoD to Afghanistan.
None of the four site pointed out that the material was gotten from the MoD website. copy-pasted
the material posted on the website of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia concerning
donation of blood by the employees of law enforcement bodies on 5th June,2016.
pirveli.com.ge covered activities of the government (36%), the party Georgian Dream – Democratic
Georgia (17%), prime minister (10%) and local self-governments (7%) most actively. While covering the
mentioned subjects the positive tone percentage indices prevailed. A rather high positive tone index was

earned by former prime minister Bidzina Ivanishvili (42%). The highest percent of negative tone index
went to the party the United National Movement (60%) and the ex-president Mikheil Saakashvili (57%).
On 29th August pirveli.ge published an article concerning the visit of MoD to Afghanistan, the text of
which is identical to the material published by MoD site. Pirveli.ge never pointed out where it got this
material from.
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that pirveli.com.ge clearly shows positive attitude toward
the ruling party and former prime minister Bidzina Ivanishvili and negative one to the parliamentary
opposition and ex-president Mikheil Saakashvili.

Presa.ge
During the given period of monitoring presa.ge clearly revealed a negative attitude toward the
parties Georgian Dream Democratic Georgia and former prime minister Bidzina Ivanishvili. we
came across violations of journalistic standards while covering the mentioned subjects. There were
also the cases of publishing un-double-checked information.
The government (18%), the United National Movement (16%), and Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia
were most actively covered on presa.ge. Rather high percentage of indices of negative tone were found
while covering the former prime minister Bidzina Ivanishvili (79%), the party Georgian Dream –
Democratic Georgia (45%) and local self-governments (45%). No subject received an especially high
percent of indices of positive tone during the coverage.
The critical attitude towards Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia and the former prime minister Bidzina
Ivanishvili is noticeable as a result of qualitative analysis. While covering the mentioned subjects, in
certain cases the journalists of presa.ge were using offensive terminology; E.g. “the former footballer who
scaled political Olympus with the help of Ivanishvili, turned out to have a good appetite”; the union,
devoid of unified vision and ideology, purposefully created to win the elections, was abandoned by many
sub-directions, which had their own persona-leaders and interests, which can longer accommodate

Kaladze’s appetite to make everybody happy” (Scandal around Kaladze – what will Happen Prior to
Elections?”, 11th June).
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that presa.ge shows a rather high negative disposition
toward the party Georgian Dream –Democratic Georgia and the former prime minister Bidzina Ivanishvili
as a result of quantitative as well as qualitative analysis. Quite a few instances of violations of journalistic
standards and ethical norms were found on the site.

Reportiori.ge
During the period of monitoring we found an utterly negative attitude toward the United National
Movement and ex-president Mikheil Saakashvili on the one hand and a rather positive attitude
toward the ruling party and former prime minister, Bidzina Ivanishvili on the other hand on
reportiori.ge. We found cases of violations of both journalistic standards and ethical norms on the
site. reportiori.ge is one of the four sites selected for the monitoring which copy-pasted the
material posted on the website of the Ministry of Defense of Georgia concerning the visit of the
minister of defense to Afghanistan. It is noteworthy that out of the four sites none have pointed
out, that the material was gotten from the MoD website.
Reportiori.ge covered activities of the Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgian(24%), the government
(20%), the United National Movement (14%) most actively. Coverage of the ex-president Mikheil
Saakashvili (90%), the United National Movement (85%),State for the People (80%) and the Centrists (75%)
showed an extensively high percentage of indices of negative tone. High indices of positive tone were
earned by former prime minister Bidzina Ivanishvili (76%), Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (42%),
local self governments (32%), the Georgian government (29%).
During the period of monitoring we came across short letters on reportiori.ge posted by different
individuals on the Facebook, which practically did not contain any news. It is noteworthy, that the vast
majority of these short letters presented critical declarations towards the parties the United National
Movement and the ex-president Mikheil Saakashvili.

On 29th May reportiori.ge published an article about the visit of the minister of defense to Afghanistan, the
text of which is identical to the material published on the MoD website. Reportiori.ge did not point out
where it got the material from.
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that reportiori.ge clearly shows positive attitude toward the
ruling team and an utterly negative attitude toward the parliamentary opposition. On the website we
come across the cases of violation of journalistic standards and ethical norms.

Tabula.ge
In comparison to the first period of monitoring criticism of the Georgian government and local selfgovernments increased. Though we saw the mentioned criticism mostly in the respondents
declarations and not the journalists texts. Violations of journalistic standards or ethical norms were
not detected on the site.
In the period of monitoring tabula.ge covered and Georgian Dream – Democratic Georgia (19%), the
United National Movement (18%), the government (16%) and the prime minister (9%) most intensively.
High percentage of indices of negative tone turned up while covering the party the Centrists’ (68%), the
local self-governments’ (60%) and the Georgian government’s (27%) activity. High percentage of positive
tone was earned by prime minister (40%).
As a result of the monitoring we can conclude that tabula.ge reveals comparatively negative attitude
toward the government and the local self-governments. The site keeps up the journalistic standards and
ethical norms.

Conclusion
Lack of critical analysis is noticeable in Georgian online media. The majority of websites posts declarations
of different politicians and activities of state structures without comment. We rarely come across an indepth coverage and analyses of different issues. Presentation of differing points of view and opinions in
separate articles is also very infrequent. It has to be noted that the cases of grave violations of norms of
journalistic ethics are rather rare. Only in 3 out of 16 websites selected for the monitoring we found
instances of grave breaches of journalistic standards and ethical norms.
Non-compliant demarcation between editorial materials and the articles prepared in the framework of
commercial agreements still remains as one of the challenges of online media. It is noteworthy that four
online publications practically copy-pasted the material posted on the website of MoD concerning the
visit of defense Minister to Afghanistan. It is notable that none of the websites pointed out the Ministry
website as the primary source.

